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18
‘Drawings of a Flexigon’
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‘Leederville Shopping Trolley’
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Wire Frame Models (Experiment #2)

The Transparent Glimpse

The notion of enclosure implies that we are dealing with a building envelope that contains something.

This commonly manifests itself as a static condition defined by a boundary condition providing a void that

needs to be filled. Our main criticism is generated from environmental concerns that directly relate to the

size of our buildings and their ecological footprint. It is the physical boundary that we are dealing with, a

skin that can breathe and live and adapt to the environment, rather than a physical separation between the

space inside and the outside environment. We can start to question how a building envelope can transform

a static interior by interacting with it instead of viewing it as a functional shell. We grow and evolve with

the building and it’s changing needs, trimming back or cultivating new meanings to suite the transient

local context.

Harold wants to go for a walk in the moonlight, but there is no moon, so he draws one. He has

nowhere to walk, so he draws a path. He has many adventures looking for his room, and in the

end he draws his own house and bed goes to sleep.4

                                                  
4 Crockett Johnson, 1955 ‘Harold and the Purple Crayon’

20
‘Footprints and Lines’
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21
‘Leederville Wire Frame’

Rather than starting with the form and aesthetic, we can inform the space from the starting point of the

user, the point of view of the occupants of the space. The relationship between interior and exterior is

strengthened by the influence of the interior and exterior on the building skin itself – like a birds nest. The

basic principle of existence being the relationship between things can open up possibilities for our

buildings to shape us just as much as we shape them. We can strip away the spatial excesses that directly

relate to the size and shapes of our buildings.

22

‘Boundaries and Lines’
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The cultural, social and emotional implications of a building’s size and shape are also considered in the

mutual responsibility we have to each other collectively from neighbourhoods to nations. Reminiscent of

familiar structures1 these shapes are fabricated with simple detail, and economy derived from the local

vernacular. The detail is designed with economical assemblage in mind. You inhabit the space of the

model as if you were God looking down on a small world. When you start to experience the space,

imagine it, see the shadows, meet with people, drag furniture from the verge into an installation, it

becomes an event. Architecture is increasingly becoming reduced to an event, a memory that exists within

your mind as the remnants of the ephemeral nihilistic experience of architecture. The immaterial abstract

formal structure is the vessel to carry the space in the peripheral and is outlined as such. My observations

reveal a certain peripheral demarcation of lines that form the temporal boundary of an area. As if in a

dream, or another dimension we are aware of a non-central space to define a memory of an area that is not

in the gaze of our usual perception of space.

‘…the purpose of line in drawing, is to tease out and thread
the spirit, so that we may project it into space…’ Brad Ladyman 2012

23

‘Hidden Line Drawing of Central Leederville’ (Brad Ladyman 2011)
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The spaces within each project can also be viewed as a collection of viewpoints brought together in certain

narratives ordered by memory. These driving factors interest me in terms of a projects ability to draw

reference from existing urban props which lead to the formation of unitary spatial associations1 that guide

the experience and define the work.

It is via this background that I have developed a level of understanding of the elements that will feed

directly into my research and form the framework of my studies. This framework focuses on the actual and

perceived realms of city. And it is from this that we can begin see how urban installations can be activated

by the conception of varied audiences, consciously or unconsciously. It is the opportunity for such a series

of urban installations based on perceptual narratives and their structure as a whole that will form the basis

of my conjectural analysis.

24
‘Boundaries and Interior Lines’

                                                  
1. I understand these ‘spatial associations’ to be something

like an asterism, which is a group of stars that have a
popular name which defines them as a group, like a
constellation but smaller.
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3
Urban Fabric

We flick back through the pages of Leederville, although in a constant state of flux, that we may

understand its current condition in order to take part in a refined awareness of place highlighting perhaps a

mocking interpretation of functional programme. The freeway dissection split Leederville in two,

redefining two halves into different local authorities. The splitting, followed by the insertion of the train

station, created a hub that became the heart and soul of Leederville. It is interesting to explore this event

as it left scar tissue and enabled some interesting deformities that have taken on their own character within

the city skin. Land was snatched by local authorities and new infrastructure went in. People lost their

connection with Lake Monger, and circulation movement within and through Leederville created some

interesting urban conditions. There is folkloristic evidence that West Leederville still longs for recognition

for once belonging to Leederville and the memories and place in the history of the area. 

The Oxford Street Strip is the life vein of Leederville and is the icon axis that feeds the town centre and

supports the urban grid. It is also worth looking at the people, demographic traditions, day/night locals and

visitors. The locals have participated in the subdivision of the land as not literal division and

multiplication (N Bertram), but cuts and splay as focus and boundary blurs over time. It is also worth

looking at the specific qualities associated with the re-using and recycling of land as the city evolves. It is

to the immense pain of all architects that they have to deal with council policies for design, streetscape,

amenity, heritage and aesthetics however it is the very presence of these rules that enable the mis-fit,

empty spaces, service enclosures and side setback structures. These qualities are embraced the world over

by modern film makers and late modern art movements as an appreciation of the inherent quality of dense

urban environments such as the complexities of the ‘laid-back’ Perth vernacular. `

25
Leederville Site Plan 2011
Train Station, Circular Footbridges, Oxford Street – Cafes / Offices / Houses / Public
Toilets / Pub
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26 Caltex Service Station 1 (Under Construction) 2012
27 Caltex Service Station 2 (Under Construction) 2012
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The information collected identifies certain urban locations using various techniques ranging from true

and manipulated mappings of the sites in order to show the conditions of degradation, materiality, urban

design, context and cultural demographics. This approach involves careful observation and definition of

mapped focal points, photographic studies and montage of elements associated with each location,

including tracings, free-hand drawings, computer renderings, and model making as a means to investigate

and discover the potential of its location. It is important to the research that I develop an ability to

manifest the outcome with artistic form, including geometry, proportion, order, structure and rhythm.

The physical context for this research - the urban field, presents certain cultural medium in which to work

with. This mesh that holds the work together can be explored in fragments. These fragments might not

always capture our attention as we go about our daily transitions. However there may be the possibility of

architectural devices or ‘sensuous data’ to break the homogeneity of our cities to encourage the flaneur

beyond usual habitual perceptive navigation. This world is beyond the web in which we rarely take the

time to step outside of. This exploration attempts to view outside the usual understanding of our urban

spaces in order to create new interventions that deal with both the physical and the experiential.

‘An investigation into the street reveals narratives, urban gestures, social conditions,
political structure and cultural markings. Although successful, the street no longer
contains a sense of clarity of structure, clear articulation of components, order and
hierarchy of lighting and urban props, and a lack of detail at spatial junctions.’
(Notes from my sketchbook – Brad Ladyman 2011)

28
Leederville

2011
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This general theoretical perspective is one of optimism regarding the qualities of our ‘mundane’ urban

fabric, fostering discoveries that can emerge to help form new legitimate works in which to dwell.

Authentic and meaningful models need to be considered in the context of temporality where the physical

and spatial permanence of the environment is in a constant state of decay, eroding itself of meaning.

The journey from residential to town centre carries with it fragments of memory that are built around a

specific local vernacular of space and form. For example the residential street facade and courtyard facade

show a clear transition from small opening and access points through to large expansive glazed opening

looking into the private spaces. This is in turn flipped around and the town centre street is framed by the

large expansive shop-front glazing through to small rear openings and door way access points.  

The private corridor and circulation within the residential is a closed linear section with access to

individual spaces. The street connects the residential corridor to the public town centre spine which is

open on one side and is enclosed by the shop front and pedestrian canopy. This canopy re-enforces the

two-dimension nature of the cafe strip planning framed by a device that is also the signage and branding

plinth.

The liminal threshold has often been referred to in relation to the analysis of the 'space in between' or the

interstitial spaces that exist in the negative footprint of the ‘public and private realms’  (Basson, “The

Public Gaze. P31). It is important to connect the subjective state of mind with the actual experience

through analysis of the qualia range of metaphysical existential mind-scape.  A strong characteristic of the

town centre model is the use of facade as a device for conveying meaning. The plane is thickened and

punched through as the interface to the street. The roof forms are concealed and fall to the rear, creating

spine effect for the street facade, an ordering device for the pedestrian. This building form is softened as it

dilutes into the surrounding residential zones. The liminal threshold allows study and analysis of a range

of other constructed artefacts including the empty front setback, urban parkland, footpath to footpath

transitions, crossovers, laneways and random structures such as sheds and additions. 

29 Leederville Oval

30 Leederville Swamp
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The process of formulating a design methodology can only really occur at the end of an analysis such as

this one rather than at the beginning. We are not talking about post-modern references to site specific

design or 'making reference' to context but rather the collection of elements which come together at the

end of the project to form the medium in which to work. We create a painting using 'mediums' of oils,

water colour, pigment, ink or we can combine these elements to form a 'mixed media' painting. In a similar

way we can collect our mediums or urban fabric such as existing space patterns, movement, texture, light

and sound and bring these together in a collaged architectural evocation.

A skilled loiterer with a fetish for urban phenomena may be surprised to discover that the role of

performing the act is the first step in living out the "short film". The subdivision of urban space is

therefore analysed in detail as the occupants live their lives, subconsciously aware of the abstract formal

structures that drive the environment. The skilled flaneur as described by Charles Baudelaire, bring to the

narrative the accumulation of site-specific knowledge collected over time. This is used to convey the basis

of the architectural research to justify an architectural discourse in a range of urban metropolis. The

individual position of the architect is promoted in this study as an exchange of interaction, to be open to

different forms of analysis in order to view the urban conditions in a way that is not pre-meditated or

controlled. The aim or desired outcome is to illustrate alternative ways of extracting data to be used in

abstract yet meaningful linkages with elements such as local authority policy to phenomena from the

valuable perspective of the individual. The manifold occurrences are fleeting and specific to each

individual. These compressed fragments are brought together to highlight the potential in city and urban

planning that enable us to think and work through each scenario in a unique manner. It is one thing to be

aware of these links, however the process behind complex analysis and manipulation of these fragments

requires careful consideration that could be inherent in our daily practice. There are no formulas or rules

to these fragments and the descriptive data could not be punched into a pre-determined set of parameters

for design. These complex scenarios are the result of the effect of urban subdivision and human

inhabitation over time. The built environment is the catalyst for links and nodes that are the nucleus for

multi-fragmented space.  

31
Sarah Lucas

‘Inventory of Everything’
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4

 The House –

Selected Process Models and Drawings
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32
Concept Drawing

33

Boxes Stacked
2.4mx2.4mx1.2m
Installed during 2012 at The School of Architecture, Landscape and Visual Arts, University of
Western Australia, WA.
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34
Pink Box Arrangement

35
Digital Drawing – Boxes and Chair
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